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Thefollowingphotosoutlinethe
equipmentyouwillwant for
Receivingandunloading
windows.
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TELESCOPING
FORKLIFT

1 + plus

FORK
EXTENSIONS

8 pieces

INDUSTRIALSTRENGTH
RATCHET&STRAPS

6 ratchet straps
4 strength straps
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SAWZALL

1 + plus

SKILSAW CORDLESS
DRILLS

3 pieces ( 18v )
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1 + plus
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T20 AND T25
TORX BITS

1 + plus ( Set )

PHILLIPS
BITS

1 + plus ( Set )

FLAT
BARS

3 pieces

090807
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10 11CROW
BARS

PALLET
JACK

SUCTIONCUPSFOR
HANDLINGTHEGLASS12

3 pieces 6-8 pieces1 pieces
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RECEIVING

Please call or email us if
you have questions about
receiving and unloading.

Your SimpasWindows and Doors will be shipped to your jobsite location on a shipping container. Your windows and doors will be carefully packaged, and
packed into the container at the factory in Europe.
The container is picked up from the factory via truck, transported to a port and loaded on a ship for its journey across the ocean. Once the container
arrives in the USA, it will either be placed on a train, or a truck to be delivered to your jobsite. The size of your container will either be 20’ long or 40’ long,
so clear access to the jobsite is important.If your jobsite will not allow for a semi-truck with a 40’ container to safely deliver your order, youwill want to
offload at a safer location and transport the windows and doors to the jobsite using a largemoving truck.
The amount of time it takes to transport your order depends on the location of delivery in the USA.
Shipping times vary between 5-10 weeks.

Live

Better.
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THANK YOU
LET’S DISCUSS


